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Quick Sketch Full Figure with Angela Cunningham 
Materials can be purchased at Townsend Atelier’s store prior to or during the workshop. Students 

receive a 20% discount on everything excluding brushes. 
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 
 
Day 1:  

- Pan Pastel - black 
- “Soft” pallet knife with sponges. Various tip shapes- flat, round, pointed 
- Jar of charcoal powder  
- paper 18” x 24” Strathmore drawing paper pad  
- kneaded eraser 
- tuff stuff pencil eraser 
- measuring stick - metal skewer (shish kebab skewer, knitting needle, bike spoke all work 

well).  
- chamois or paper towels 
- various charcoal pencils/sticks (optional) 

 
Day 2: 

- canvas paper sheet pad. Size 12” x 16”. You will need about 15-18 surfaces to use for 
each day.  

- Optional-.  Students are welcome to try various canvas/paper surfaces. Be sure to realize 
these are quick 20 minute sketches. You want cheap, easy surfaces to change out quickly. 
Size can vary as well.  Canvas panels, loose canvas, Various colored toned thicker paper 
sealed with GAC (Golden acrylic sealer) also works well for these quick sketches. I like to 
bring various types and colors.   

- Your choice of one of the three neutral oil paint colors. If you're buying paint- Gamblin 
brand is my preferred. But if you have paints already just bring what brands you already 
have. 

- Burnt umber oil paint  
- **Van dyke brown - gamblin brand (must have color, must be Gamblin brand) 
- Raw umber 
- **Titanium white  (must have color) 

- palette- I prefer a handheld palette. New Wave is my favorite brand. But students are 
also welcome to use disposable palette sheets or other palettes they already have.  

- Palette knife- tear drop shape 
- Turpenoid odorless/odorless mineral spirits 
- Turpenoid container 



- brushes sizes 1-5. Escoda is my favorite brand but your favorite brand is fine! Just make 
sure you have various sizes and shapes and synthetic and natural hair.  

- Townsend Atelier carries Rosemary and Trekell brand brushes. 
-  
Also bring: 
- Paper towels 
- plastic grocery store bags to keep your dirty paper towels in.  
- Measuring stick (still need from day 1) 

 
Day 3:  

- Bring all the things from day 2  
- Canvas sheet pad. Size 12” x 16”.  15-18 total for the day. various other surfaces 

mentioned above may also be tried.  
- Acrylic paint - gray or gray gesso. We will be toning canvas sheets the day prior with a 

neutral gray.  
- Oil Paint. Bring these extra colors - If you’re buying paint- Gamblin brand is my 

preferred. But if you have paints already just bring what brands you already have.  Not 
all colors may be used in class. We will learn how to choose our colors based on the skin 
tone of the model. All colors can be purchased at Townsend if you wish to wait and only 
purchase the colors needed for the day. Townsend Atelier carries M Graham brand and 
the Gamblin Van Dyke brown. 

- yellow ochre 
- cadmium yellow 
- cadmium red 
- Scheveningen Orange - **old holland brand. Optional but makes a great skin 

tone color.  
- burnt umber 
- Burnt sienna 
- Sap green 
- alizarin crimson 
- cobalt blue  
- **Van Dyke Brown - Gamblin brand (must have and must be Gamblin brand) 
- **Titanium white 


